NO. 1. CHANCELLOR’S UNIVERSITY REPORT: RESOLVED, That the Chancellor’s University Report for September 30, 2013 (including Addendum and Errata Items) be approved:

EXPLANATION: The Chancellor’s University Report consists of standard resolutions and actions of a non-policy nature which require approval by the Board of Trustees.

NO. 2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: RESOLVED, That the minutes of the regular Board meetings and Executive Session of June 24, 2013 be approved.

NO. 3. COMMITTEE ON FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION: RESOLVED, That the following items be approved:

A. THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK - AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE VI OF THE BYLAWS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES:

RESOLVED, That effective August 27, 2013, Section 6.1 of Article VI of The Bylaws of The Board of Trustees of The City University of New York be amended as follows:

SECTION 6.1. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF.

The board hereby establishes the following instructional staff titles:

Chancellor
Chancellor emeritus
Executive vice chancellor
Chief operating officer
Senior vice chancellor
Vice chancellor
Associate vice chancellor
University provost
Secretary of the board
University administrator
University associate administrator
University assistant administrator
President
Dean of the City University School of Law
Dean of the Graduate School of Journalism
Dean of the Sophie Davis School of Biomedical Education
Senior vice president
Vice president
Assistant vice president
Senior university dean
University dean
University associate dean
University assistant dean
Dean
Associate dean
Assistant dean
Administrator
Associate administrator
Assistant administrator
Distinguished professor
University professor
Professor
Associate professor
Assistant professor
Einstein professor
Visiting distinguished professor
Clinical Professor
Distinguished lecturer
Distinguished lecturer – medical series
Distinguished lecturer – law school series
Medical professor (basic sciences)
Associate medical professor (basic sciences)
Assistant medical professor (basic sciences)
Medical lecturer
Adjunct medical professor (basic sciences)
Adjunct associate medical professor (basic sciences)
Adjunct assistant medical professor (basic sciences)
Adjunct medical lecturer
Medical professor (clinical)
Associate medical professor (clinical)
Assistant medical professor (clinical)
Adjunct medical professor (clinical)
Adjunct associate medical professor (clinical)
Adjunct assistant medical professor (clinical)
Law school distinguished professor
Law school university professor
Law school non-teaching adjunct
Law school professor
Law school associate professor
Law school assistant professor
Law school instructor
Law school library professor
Law school library associate professor
Law school library assistant professor
Law school adjunct professor
Law school adjunct associate professor
Law school adjunct assistant professor
Law school adjunct instructor
Law school lecturer
Visiting professor
Visiting associate professor
Visiting assistant professor
Adjunct professor
Adjunct associate professor
Adjunct assistant professor
Adjunct lecturer
Adjunct lecturer (doctoral student)
Lecturer (full-time)
Lecturer (part-time)
Visiting lecturer
Instructor
Instructor (nursing science)
Research associate
Research assistant
Graduate assistant (a-d)
Senior registrar
Associate registrar
Chief college laboratory technician
Adjunct chief college laboratory technician
Senior college laboratory technician
Adjunct senior college laboratory technician
College laboratory technician
Adjunct college laboratory technician
College physician
Higher education officer
Higher education associate
Higher education assistant
Assistant to higher education officer
Continuing education teacher
Non-teaching adjunct (I-V)
Non-teaching adjunct (doctoral student)
Affiliated professional
Professor of Military Science

and in the Hunter College Elementary School and Hunter College High School

Principal
Chairperson of department
Assistant principal
Teacher
Assistant Teacher
Temporary teacher
Campus schools college laboratory technician
Campus schools senior college laboratory technician
Guidance counselor
Placement director
Education and vocational counselor
Librarian
Substitute teacher
Occasional per diem substitute teacher

and in the childhood centers

Teacher
Assistant teacher
And in the educational opportunity centers (EOC)
Educational opportunity center adjunct lecturer
Educational opportunity center adjunct college laboratory technician
Educational opportunity center college laboratory technician
Educational opportunity center higher education officer
Educational opportunity center higher education associate
Educational opportunity center higher education assistant
Educational opportunity center assistant to higher education officer
Educational opportunity center lecturer

*and in the School of Journalism and in the Executive MBA Programs of the Zicklin School of Business at Baruch College:

Professional programs adjunct professor
Professional programs adjunct associate professor
Professional programs adjunct assistant professor
Professional programs adjunct lecturer
Professional programs professor (H)
Professional programs associate professor (H)
Professional programs assistant professor (H)
Professional programs lecturer (H)
Professional programs Non-Teaching Adjunct 1
Professional programs Non-Teaching Adjunct 2
Professional programs Non-Teaching Adjunct 3;

and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees waive the requirement in Section 5.1 of Article V that an amendment to the Bylaws be proposed at a meeting preceding the meeting at which a vote is taken, in order to permit a vote at this meeting.

EXPLANATION: On April 24, 2013, the University reached an agreement with the Professional Staff Congress/CUNY that, effective the first day of the fall 2013 semester, adjuncts in the CUNY Graduate School of Journalism and in the Executive Programs of the Zicklin School of Business at Baruch College will be compensated using the same salary ranges as are used for adjunct titles at the CUNY School of Law. These new titles, which may only be used in the CUNY Graduate School of Journalism and in the Executive Programs of the Zicklin School, are being created to effectuate that agreement. The title Senior University Dean was incorporated in the Executive Compensation Plan (ECP) that was adopted at the Board of Trustees’ June 24, 2013 Board meeting.

The Board of Trustees is asked to waive the requirement in Section 5.1 of Article V to permit implementation of these new salary ranges effective the first day of the fall 2013 semester.

NOTE: New language is denoted in red underlined font.

B. THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK - AMENDMENTS TO THE CONFLICT OF INTEREST POLICY:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York approve the amendments to the Conflict of Interest Policy, effective immediately.

EXPLANATION: The proposed amendments to CUNY’s Conflict of Interest Policy relate primarily to the section dealing with research. The changes, which are set forth in the attached document, are designed to address certain concerns raised by the Executive Committee of the University Faculty Senate in response to the revised version of the Conflict of Interest Policy approved by the Board of Trustees on September 24, 2012.

CUNY CONFLICT OF INTEREST POLICY

1. General Statement of Policy.

It is the policy of the University that all of its activities shall be conducted in accordance with the highest standards of integrity and ethics and in a manner that will not reflect or appear to reflect adversely on the University’s credibility, objectivity, or fairness. Every individual to whom this Policy is applicable (each, a “Covered Individual”) must maintain the highest standards of honesty and integrity and must refrain from any use whatsoever of his or her position at the University, or the information, privileges, or
influence such position may provide, when such use is motivated by, or gives the appearance that it is motivated by, the desire for private gain or advantage for the Covered Individual, or for other persons, institutions, or corporations with which he or she has family, professional, business, or financial connections. Accordingly, no Covered Individual shall have any interest, financial or otherwise, direct or indirect, or engage in any business or transaction or professional activity, or incur any obligation of any nature, which is in substantial conflict with the proper discharge of his or her duties and responsibilities at the University.

Sections 2 and 3 of this Policy, which set forth the general standards of conduct and the rules regarding hiring, employment, and contracting decisions and supervisory responsibility involving Family Members, apply to all Covered Individuals. Section 4 sets forth specific obligations of Investigators, whether or not they are Covered Individuals, who are involved in research or similar educational or community outreach activities at the University (collectively, "research") and the University's procedures for reviewing and managing Financial Conflicts of Interest that may arise in connection with such activities. Section 5 sets forth provisions regarding records retention requirements and sanctions for violations of this Policy. Section 6 sets forth the definitions of "Covered Individual", "Family Members", "Financial Conflict of Interest", "Investigator", and other terms used in this Policy. The provisions of this Policy are to be interpreted in light of the paramount importance of academic freedom in the activities of the University.

In the event that Federal, state, or local laws or regulations are enacted (or amended) that require changes in this Policy, the University may amend this Policy, and any related document officially issued by the University to set forth procedures for the implementation of this Policy (each, a "Conflict of Interest Procedural Document"), in order to comply with the new requirements. Any such amendment shall not require approval of the University’s Board of Trustees but shall be promptly reported to the Board.

College and University officials with responsibilities under this Policy are identified by titles that are current as of this Policy’s effective date. If the title for a particular position changes at any time, the responsibilities under this Policy shall be performed by the individual having responsibilities within the College or the University similar to the individual who held the former title. If there is a vacancy at any time in the position, the responsibilities under this Policy shall be assumed by the individual to whom such position reports or to his or her designee.

2. General Standards of Conduct.

Although not all possible situations within the scope of this Policy are included in this Section 2, the following standards, which are primarily based on provisions in New York State Public Officers Law §§ 73 and 74, shall serve as general guidance for Covered Individuals. All Covered Individuals are encouraged to consult the advisory opinions of the New York State Joint Commission on Public Ethics interpreting these provisions at http://www.jcope.ny.gov, and all Covered Individuals should bring questions about the applicability or interpretation of any of these standards to the University’s Office of the General Counsel at ogc@cnuny.edu.

2.1. No Covered Individual shall accept other employment that will impair his or her independence of judgment in the exercise of his or her duties or responsibilities at the University.

2.2. No Covered Individual shall accept other employment or engage in any business or professional activity that will require him or her to disclose confidential information gained by reason of his or her position or authority at the University.

2.3. No Covered Individual shall disclose confidential information acquired in the course of his or her duties or responsibilities at the University, except as required by such duties or responsibilities or by law, nor use such information to further his or her personal interests.

2.4. No Covered Individual shall use or attempt to use his or her position at the University to secure unwarranted privileges or exemptions for himself or herself or others.

2.5. No Covered Individual shall engage in any transaction as a representative or agent of the University with any business entity in which he or she has a direct or indirect financial interest that might reasonably tend to conflict with the proper discharge of his or her duties or responsibilities at the University.

2.6. A Covered Individual shall not by his or her conduct give reasonable basis for the impression that any person can improperly influence him or her or unduly enjoy his or her favor in the performance of his or her duties or responsibilities at the University, or that he or she is affected by the kinship, rank, position, or influence of any party or person in the performance of those duties or responsibilities.

2.7. A Covered Individual shall abstain from making personal investments in enterprises that he or she has reason to believe may be directly involved in decisions to be made by him or her at the University or that will otherwise create substantial conflict between his or her duty or responsibility at the University and his or her private interest.

2.8. No Covered Individual, nor any firm or association of which he or she is a member, nor any corporation ten percent (10%) or more of the stock of which is owned or controlled directly or indirectly by such Covered Individual, shall sell any goods or services having a value in excess of $25 to the University, or contract for or provide such goods or services with or to any private entity where the power to contract, appoint, or retain on behalf of the private entity is exercised, directly or indirectly, by the University, unless such goods or services are provided pursuant to an award or contract let after public notice and competitive bidding.

2.9. No Covered Individual shall accept gifts of more than nominal value where the circumstances would permit the inference that (a) the gift was intended to influence the Covered Individual in the performance of his or her duties
or responsibilities at the University, or (b) the gift constituted a tip, reward, or sign of appreciation for any act by the Covered Individual in connection with those duties or responsibilities.


3.1 General. The University seeks to foster a work environment conducive to a satisfying family life for all members of the University community and to accommodate, wherever appropriate, individual needs relating to family life. At the same time, there are a number of situations where the personal interests of a member of the University community may conflict with the proper discharge of his or her duties and responsibilities at the University. In keeping with New York State Public Officers Law §§ 73(14) and (15), this Policy recognizes that conflicts may be inherent in the hiring, employment, and supervision of a Covered Individual’s Family Members as well as in entering into contracts that relate to Family Members or with entities in which Family Members have a personal or financial interest. Accordingly, this Section 3 sets forth certain specific prohibitions against a Covered Individual’s participation in the conduct of University business involving his or her Family Members.

3.2 Hiring and Employment Decisions. No Covered Individual shall take part in any decision to hire, promote, discipline, or discharge any of his or her Family Members with respect to any position at the University. If such a hiring or employment matter arises relating to a Family Member, then the Covered Individual must advise his or her supervisor of the relationship in writing and must be recused from any and all discussions or decisions relating to the matter.

3.3 Supervisory Responsibility. No Covered Individual shall have Supervisory Responsibility for any of his or her Family Members at the University, except as provided by a written waiver as set forth in this Section 3.3, or in the case of research projects, as provided in Section 3.6. (For the purpose of this Section 3.3, a Covered Individual shall be deemed to have “Supervisory Responsibility” for a Family Member if the Family Member (a) directly reports to the Covered Individual, or (b) directly reports to a supervisor who reports ultimately to the Covered Individual, regardless of the number of reporting levels that separate the Family Member from the Covered Individual.) Although Department Chairs are Covered Individuals, for the purpose of this section, they shall not be deemed to have any Supervisory Responsibility for full-time faculty members in their department under this section, but they shall be deemed to have Supervisory Responsibility for their department’s adjunct faculty members.

If at the time of the initial implementation of this Section 3.3 following the effective date of this Policy, a Covered Individual has Supervisory Responsibility for a Family Member at the University, or subsequent to the initial implementation of this section a Covered Individual may come to have such Supervisory Responsibility, the Covered Individual shall make reasonable efforts to effect a change in the organization or have the Family Member reassigned in order to avoid a violation of this section. If, however, such a change or reassignment is not feasible (e.g., as a result of civil service rules or provisions of the applicable collective bargaining agreement) or would result in significant harm to the operations or activities of the University, the Covered Individual may file a written request for a waiver with the Vice President for Administration of the College where the Covered Individual is employed or such other College official as may be designated by the College President. Such request shall set forth the efforts that have been made to effect a change in the organization, the reasons why a reassignment of the Family Member is not feasible, and the reasons why such a change or reassignment would result in significant harm to the University’s operations or activities. If, after a review of all the relevant circumstances, a waiver in writing is granted, the Covered Individual may continue or assume, as the case may be, Supervisory Responsibility for his or her Family Member.

Notwithstanding any waiver regarding Supervisory Responsibility for a Family Member pursuant to the preceding paragraph, no Covered Individual shall participate under any circumstances in any action that directly affects his or her Family Member as an employee of the University individually, and not as a member of a group, including, but not limited to, performance evaluations, position reclassifications, and determination of promotional opportunities or eligibility for additional compensation of any kind from the University.

3.4 Contracting Decisions. No Covered Individual shall take part in any contracting decision at the University (a) relating to a Family Member, or (b) relating to any entity in which a Family Member is an officer, director, or partner, or in which a Family Member owns or controls ten percent (10%) or more of the stock of such entity. If a contracting matter arises involving either clause (a) or (b), then the Covered Individual must advise his or her supervisor of the relationship in writing and must be recused from any and all discussions or decisions relating to the matter.

3.5 Family Members. The definition of Family Member, which appears in Section 6.11 of this Policy, is very broad. It covers not only spouses and domestic partners, parents, children, and siblings, but it also extends as far as great grandparents and great grandchildren and many other relatives of a Covered Individual and his or her spouse or domestic partner, as well as to other individuals living in the same household as the Covered Individual. If a Covered Individual has any questions about whether the provisions of this Section 3 apply to his or her situation, it is incumbent upon the Covered Individual to consult the University’s Office of the General Counsel at ogc@cuny.edu.

3.6 Applicability to Research.

3.6.1 Research Positions Administered through the Research Foundation. Sections 3.1 through 3.5 shall not apply to any research positions administered through the Research Foundation. Hiring, employment, and contracting decisions and supervisory responsibility in connection with such positions shall be governed by the Code of Ethics of the Research Foundation.

3.6.2 Research Positions Not Administered through the Research Foundation. Sections 3.1 through 3.5 shall not apply to any research positions not administered through the Research Foundation if (a) the Investigator files a written request for a waiver with the Vice Chancellor for Research setting forth the description of the research project, the nature of the involvement of the Investigator’s Family Member, and the reasons why it would be appropriate for
the waiver to be granted; and (b) the Vice Chancellor for Research, after a review of all the relevant circumstances, grants the waiver in writing.


4.1. Scope. This Section 4 applies to all research projects, regardless of the source of funding or support or the commercial exploitation of the results of such projects.

4.2. General. A particular purpose of this Policy is to promote integrity in research by establishing standards and procedures to ensure, to the extent possible, that any Significant Financial Interest (as defined in Section 6.16) that could directly and significantly affect the design, conduct, reporting, or regulatory review of a research project at the University (each, a “Financial Conflict of Interest” or “Financial Conflict”) does not bias the design, conduct, reporting, or regulatory review of the research project.

The University recognizes that interactions between Investigators (as defined in Section 6.14) in a research project at the University and commercial entities have many beneficial results for the University and its faculty, staff, post-doctoral associates, and students, as well as the commercial entities themselves. For example, such interactions are an especially effective means of facilitating the commercial development of University intellectual property, which benefits the public with new goods and services and stimulates economic development. Nevertheless, these interactions may raise conflicts between the personal financial interests of the Investigator and the interests of the University. In some cases, such conflicts may reasonably appear to be likely to affect the judgment of an Investigator.

The University has determined that a strict prohibition of Financial Conflicts of Interest does not serve the public interest because potentially beneficial interactions with industry would be lost. Moreover, the University recognizes that Financial Conflicts of Interest will inevitably arise in a modern research university and that the mere existence of such Financial Conflicts, in the absence of wrongful behavior, is not necessarily improper. As a result, consistent with Federal regulations dealing with objectivity in research and investigatory financial disclosure policy, this Policy seeks to manage Financial Conflicts of Interest in order to minimize the potential harm that could result either from Financial Conflicts that actually impair the judgment of Investigators or from the appearance that the judgment of Investigators has been or will be impaired. The University reserves the right to prohibit the existence of Financial Conflicts of Interest that present unmanageable risks or that would require excessive resources to manage.

The complex situations that may arise involving Financial Conflicts of Interest require management using specialized knowledge and a multi-disciplinary, problem-solving approach. Therefore, this Policy provides for qualified individuals designated at each College, as well as a University-wide Conflicts Committee, to review disclosures by Investigators of Significant Financial Interests related to the Investigators’ Institutional Responsibilities (as defined in Section 6.13) to determine whether such Significant Financial Interests are related to the Investigator’s research and constitute Financial Conflicts of Interest, and if so, to manage those Financial Conflicts in a fair, objective, and confidential manner in accordance with applicable laws and regulations, this Policy, and any applicable Conflict of Interest Procedural Document.

4.3. Disclosure of Significant Financial Interests. In addition to any obligation under other University policies, including the University’s Intellectual Property Policy, any applicable Conflict of Interest Procedural Document, or any Federal, state, or local laws or regulations, each Investigator must disclose to the College Conflicts Officer (with a copy to the Grants Officer at the College if the Significant Financial Interest is related to a sponsored research project) using the disclosure forms provided by the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research.

The following situations require disclosure at the time noted in each paragraph:

4.3.1. Proposals and Applications for Research Funding or Support - If (a) an Investigator intends to design, conduct, or report research at the University, or participate in the regulatory review of such research, and (b) funding or other support for the research is being sought directly or indirectly from a government agency, non-profit institution, Company (as defined in Section 6.5), or the University, and (c) at the time a proposal or application for such funding or support is being prepared, the Investigator has a Significant Financial Interest that is related to his or her Institutional Responsibilities, then the Investigator must disclose the Significant Financial Interest to the College Conflicts Officer and the Grants Officer at his or her College before the proposal or application is submitted to the agency, institution, Company, or the University. The Investigator must also comply with any disclosure and approval procedures required by the agency, institution, Company, or the University in connection with any such proposal or application.

Although a Significant Financial Interest relating to a proposal or application for research funding or support must be disclosed prior to the submission of the proposal or application, the review of the Significant Financial Interest by the College Conflicts Officer and the Conflicts Committee may take place after such submission. If, however, a proposal or application for research funding or support is submitted before such review, the Significant Financial Interest must be reviewed, and any related management or oversight plan developed by the Conflicts Committee under Section 4.5.1 must be implemented, prior to the expenditure of any awarded funds or support.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the case of research at the University involving multi-year funding or support that requires an annual renewal or progress report, the Investigator must disclose any previously undisclosed Significant Financial Interest and updated information regarding any previously disclosed Significant Financial Interest, and also receive approval in writing in accordance with this Policy, before the renewal application or progress report is submitted to the agency, institution, Company, or the University.
4.3.2. **Ongoing Funded or Supported Research** - If (a) an Investigator designs, conducts, or reports ongoing research at the University, or participates in the regulatory review of such research, and (b) the research is funded or supported directly or indirectly by a government agency, non-profit institution, Company, or the University, and (c) the Investigator has or subsequently acquires a Significant Financial Interest that is related to his or her Institutional Responsibilities, then the Investigator must disclose the Significant Financial Interest to the College Conflicts Officer and Grants Officer at his or her College and receive approval in writing in accordance with this Policy before the Significant Financial Interest is acquired, or as soon thereafter as possible if prior disclosure is impossible. The Investigator must also comply with any disclosure and approval procedures required by the agency, institution, Company, or the University in connection with such research.

4.3.3. **Licensing to Certain Companies** - If (a) an Investigator responsible for developing, discovering, or creating any University-owned intellectual property becomes aware, or should reasonably have become aware, of a Company’s acquisition or intention to acquire ownership of or a license to that intellectual property, and (b) at such time the Investigator has a Significant Financial Interest from or in that Company, or subsequently acquires such a Significant Financial Interest, then the Investigator must disclose the Significant Financial Interest to the College Conflicts Officer at his or her College and receive approval in writing in accordance with this Policy before the Significant Financial Interest is acquired, or as soon thereafter as possible if prior disclosure is impossible.

4.3.4. **Supervision of Students and Post-Doctoral Associates** - If an Investigator has a Significant Financial Interest from or in a Company or subsequently acquires such a Significant Financial Interest, and he or she teaches, supervises, or otherwise has control over any students or post-doctoral associates at the University who might be involved in related work for the Company, then the Investigator must disclose the Significant Financial Interest and the planned student or post-doctoral associate involvement to the College Conflicts Officer at his or her College and receive approval in writing in accordance with this Policy before the assistance of any students or post-doctoral associates in such work may commence or continue.

4.3.5. **Changes in a Significant Financial Interest** - All Investigators must disclose to the College Conflicts Officer any material change in a previously disclosed Significant Financial Interest within thirty (30) days after the change.

No disclosure is required under this Section 4.3 unless the Significant Financial Interest is within one of the above situations. As required by Federal, state, or local laws or regulations, or as otherwise approved by the University’s Board of Trustees, the Conflicts Committee may add to this list. In such event, the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research shall issue an official advisory to provide notice of the change and shall update the disclosure forms for Significant Financial Interests to reflect the change.

4.4. **Review of Significant Financial Interests and Determination of Financial Conflicts at the College.**

4.4.1. **Designation and Duties of College Conflicts Officers** - Each College President, after consultation with the appropriate faculty governance body at the College and approval by the Vice Chancellor for Research, shall designate an employee of the College as the College Conflicts Officer. Each College Conflicts Officer shall perform the following functions:

(a) promote awareness at the College of (i) the requirement to disclose Significant Financial Interests in accordance with this Policy and all applicable Conflict of Interest Procedural Documents, and (ii) the availability of disclosure forms on the website of the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research;

(b) receive disclosures of Significant Financial Interests of all Investigators at the College and send copies of those disclosures to the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research;

(c) review each disclosure of a Significant Financial Interest, investigate the disclosure and consult with the College Provost and appropriate Department Chair as necessary, determine whether or not any Financial Conflict involving a Significant Financial Interest exists, and prepare a written report regarding such determination;

(d) whether or not a Financial Conflict of Interest is determined to exist, send the report and the complete written record of the review and decision-making to the individuals specified in Section 4.4.2; and

(e) assist in the implementation and monitoring of any management and oversight plans developed by the Conflicts Committee for Financial Conflicts of Interest at the College.

If any of the situations described in Section 4.3 apply to a College Conflicts Officer in his or her role as an Investigator, he or she must disclose the Significant Financial Interest to the College Provost or the Provost’s designee at the required time. In such a case, or in the case where a College Conflicts Officer is the supervisor of an Investigator who discloses a Significant Financial Interest, the College Conflicts Officer shall not participate in any review or decision regarding the Significant Financial Interest, and the College President shall designate the College Provost or another individual to perform the review and decision-making process instead.

4.4.2. **College Review and Decision-Making Process** – Upon receipt of a disclosure of a Significant Financial Interest, the College Conflicts Officer shall review the Significant Financial Interest and make a determination whether the Significant Financial Interest: (a) is related to the Investigator’s research (i.e., could be affected by the research or is in an entity whose financial interest could be affected by the research), and if so, (b) whether a Financial Conflict of Interest exists. Whether or not the College Conflicts Officer determines that a Financial Conflict exists, he or
4.5. The Conflicts Committee.

4.5.1. Review and Management of Financial Conflicts of Interest – The University’s Conflicts Committee shall promptly review the College Conflicts Officer’s report and the complete written record of his or her review and decision-making in connection with each Financial Conflict of Interest determined by the College Conflicts Officer and decide whether or not a Financial Conflict of Interest does in fact exist. The Conflicts Committee shall also have the discretion to review reports of the College Conflicts Officer where no Financial Conflict of Interest is found to exist and decide otherwise. If the Conflicts Committee determines that a Significant Financial Interest is related to the research in question and that a Financial Conflict of Interest exists, the Committee and its staff shall promptly develop and implement a conflict management and oversight plan that specifies the actions that have been, and shall be, taken to manage the Financial Conflict in accordance with the requirements of the research sponsor and the University. Examples of conditions or restrictions that might be imposed to manage, reduce, or eliminate the Financial Conflict include but are not limited to the following:

(a) Public disclosure of the Financial Conflict (e.g., when presenting or publishing the research);
(b) For research projects involving human subjects research, disclosure of the Financial Conflict directly to participants;
(c) Appointment of an independent monitor capable of taking measures to protect the design, conduct, reporting, and review of the research against bias resulting from the Financial Conflict;
(d) Modification of the research plan;
(e) Change of personnel or personnel responsibilities, or disqualification of personnel from participation in all or a portion of the research;
(f) Reduction or elimination of the Significant Financial Interest (e.g., sale of an equity interest); or
(g) Severance of relationships that create the Financial Conflict.

The Conflicts Committee Administrator shall promptly send notice of the decision by the Conflicts Committee of whether or not a Financial Conflict exists, including a statement of the basis for the decision, to the College Conflicts Officer, the College Provost, the Investigator, any other individuals determined by the Vice Chancellor for Research, and, if the case involves a sponsored project administered through the Research Foundation, the Legal Department of the Research Foundation. If the Conflict Committee decides that a Financial Conflict of Interest exists, such notice shall include a copy of the related management and oversight plan. The Investigator shall have up to ten (10) days to notify the Conflicts Committee in writing of any objections to the initial management and oversight plan issued by the Committee, and the Committee shall promptly review such objections and notify the individuals who previously received a copy of the plan, and any other individuals determined by the Vice Chancellor for Research, of any resulting changes in the plan that the Committee decides to make.

4.5.2. Composition of the Conflicts Committee - The University shall establish a seven-member University-wide Conflicts Committee consisting of the Vice Chancellor for Research or his or her designee, the President of the Research Foundation or his or her designee, a College Provost designated by the Vice Chancellor for Research, and four tenured University faculty members. These faculty members, who shall be actively involved in sponsored research projects and shall have such other qualifications as may be determined by the Vice Chancellor for Research, shall be nominated by a College President or the University Faculty Senate and selected by the Vice Chancellor for Research. The Committee shall include faculty members from at least three different Colleges and represent at least three different academic disciplines. The College Provost and the faculty members on the Committee shall serve a term of three years; provided, however, that two of the faculty members nominated at the time of the formation of the Committee shall serve initial terms of one and two years, respectively, so that the terms of the faculty members will be staggered. The Provost and the faculty members may not serve more than two consecutive terms. The Vice Chancellor for Research or his or her designee shall be the Chair of the Committee. The Chair shall be a voting member of the Committee but shall vote only in the case of a deadlock or to achieve a majority of the members of the Committee required for a decision under Section 4.5.5.

4.5.3. Meetings of the Conflicts Committee - The Conflicts Committee shall hold meetings with appropriate notice to all participants on a schedule determined by the Chair based on the number of Financial Conflicts of Interest that need to be reviewed and any applicable deadlines for review and reporting established by research sponsors. Committee meetings shall require a quorum of a majority of the members of the Committee. Members of the Committee may participate in meetings using voice or video-conferencing technology, provided that all members receive copies of the materials to be discussed at the meetings in advance. The Chair or his or her designee shall be responsible for setting the agendas for the meetings and distributing to Committee members in advance of the meetings the disclosures of Investigators, the reports and complete written records of the review and decision-making of the cases at the Colleges, and other relevant materials. The College Conflicts Officer shall attend the portions of Committee meetings devoted to the consideration of Financial Conflicts at his or her College, and an Investigator shall be entitled to attend the portion of the Committee meeting devoted to the consideration of his or her Financial Conflict, but neither the College Conflicts Officer nor the Investigator may be present for any discussion regarding the Committee’s determination of whether or not a Financial Conflict exists or the development of a management and oversight plan. A member of the University’s Office of the General Counsel and/or a legal representative of the Research Foundation shall attend all meetings of the Committee.
4.5.4. Recusal Procedures - The Conflicts Committee shall establish written procedures for the recusal of a Committee member from participating in the Committee's consideration of a particular Financial Conflict of Interest in appropriate circumstances. The Committee shall make these procedures available to interested parties upon request.

4.5.5. Decisions of the Conflicts Committee - The Committee’s decisions regarding the disposition of Financial Conflicts of Interest shall be made by a majority of the members of the Committee present at the meeting. The Committee’s decisions shall be recorded in written minutes, which shall not include any identifying information about the votes of the Committee members. The Committee shall make decisions regarding the disposition of Financial Conflicts of Interest, including the development and implementation of a management and oversight plan, within thirty (30) days after receiving the written report and complete written record of the review and decision-making process at the College from the College Conflicts Officer; provided, however, that earlier dates may be required to meet the notice requirements and reporting deadlines established by a research sponsor. Subject to an Investigator’s right to object to a management and oversight plan under Section 4.5.1, all decisions of the Committee shall be final.

4.5.6. Authority of the Conflicts Committee - The Committee shall have discretion in reviewing and making decisions regarding the disposition of all Financial Conflicts of Interest and may request and review additional relevant information from Investigators and other sources. The Committee shall annually review the definition of Significant Financial Interest in Section 6.16 and shall have authority to revise the definition in order to comply with new requirements of Federal, state, or local laws or regulations and, subject to approval by the University’s Board of Trustees, otherwise revise the definition. The Committee shall have authority to interpret this Policy and shall give Investigators and College Conflicts Officers notice of its interpretative statements through periodic advisories as well as access to the written minutes of Committee meetings appropriately redacted to preserve the confidentiality of the individuals involved.

4.6. Confidentiality of Disclosures. Many of the matters brought to the College Conflicts Officers, other officials at the College, the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research, the Research Foundation, and the Conflicts Committee for review and decision-making will include information of a personal and private nature concerning the financial interests of Investigators, proprietary business information, and other information of a highly confidential nature. Accordingly, except as specifically provided in this Section 4 or as otherwise required by Federal, state, or local laws or regulations, all College Conflicts Officers, other officials at the College, the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research, the Research Foundation, the Conflicts Committee, and others who participate in Committee meetings as provided herein shall maintain all disclosed information in strict confidence and take necessary precautions and actions to preserve the confidentiality of such information, and the Conflicts Committee shall meet in closed session. Information disclosed under this Section 4 may be disclosed outside the University only as required by the source of funding or support for the applicable research or by applicable Federal, state or local laws or regulations, and only after the University’s Office of the General Counsel approves such disclosure and the affected Investigator is notified that the information will be released.

4.7 Monitoring of Management and Implementation Plans. Whenever the Conflicts Committee develops and implements a management and oversight plan, the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research, with the assistance of the College Conflicts Officer, shall monitor the Investigator’s compliance with the plan on an ongoing basis until the completion of the research project.

4.8. Reporting and Liaison to Research Sponsors. The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research shall prepare all reports regarding Financial Conflicts of Interest that may be required by research sponsors and shall send copies of those reports to the research sponsors (with copies to the Legal Department of the Research Foundation) in compliance with the notice requirements and reporting deadlines established by the research sponsors. The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research shall function as liaison to research sponsors regarding these Financial Conflicts.

4.9 Knowledge of Policy and Applicable Laws and Regulations. The University requires each Investigator and College Conflicts Officer to be familiar with this Policy on Financial Conflicts of Interest and all applicable Federal, state, and local laws and regulations. The University shall provide and require training of Investigators and College Conflicts Officers in accordance with any such laws and regulations.

4.10. Periodic Review of Policy. Not less frequently than every three years following adoption of this Policy on Financial Conflicts of Interest, the Conflicts Committee shall conduct an evaluation of the provisions set forth in this Section 4 and, if appropriate, amend this Policy, and any related Conflict of Interest Procedural Documents, in order to comply with new requirements of Federal, state, or local laws or regulations or, subject to the approval of the University’s Board of Trustees, for any other reason. The Conflicts Committee shall solicit comments from the University Faculty Senate with respect to any such amendments to this Policy.

5. Miscellaneous.

5.1. Records Retention Requirements. All Covered Individuals shall retain all records regarding Conflicts of Interest in accordance with The City University of New York Records Retention and Disposition Schedule, which is available at [http://policy.cuny.edu/records_retention_schedule.pdf](http://policy.cuny.edu/records_retention_schedule.pdf). Specifically with respect to disclosures of Significant Financial Interests related to a sponsored research project and the review of, and response to, such disclosures by Colleges and University officials (whether or not a disclosure resulted in a determination of a Financial Conflict of Interest), and all actions under Section 4 of this Policy, records shall be retained for at least three years from the date the final expenditures report is submitted to the research sponsor.
5.2. **Sanctions for Violations of Policy.** Any failure to comply with the provisions of this Policy may result in disciplinary sanctions consistent with applicable collective bargaining agreements, up to and including termination of employment. In addition, any failure by an Investigator to comply with the requirement to disclose Significant Financial Interests or with a management and oversight plan regarding a Financial Conflict of Interest may lead to a loss and/or withdrawal of grant funding or support, ineligibility to submit grant applications to research sponsors or to participate in research on behalf of the University, and/or ineligibility to supervise the work of Investigators in research projects.

6. **Definitions.**

As used in this Policy, the following words shall have the following meanings:

6.1. **Chair** - The Chairperson of the Conflicts Committee, as described in Section 4.5.

6.2. **College** - An educational unit of the University, including all senior colleges and community colleges, the Graduate School and University Center (including, without limitation, the School of Professional Studies, the Graduate School of Journalism, and the CUNY School of Public Health at Hunter College), and the City University School of Law, and the University’s Central Office.

6.3. **College Conflicts Officer** - The individual at each College designated by the College President to perform the functions described in Section 4.4.1.

6.4. **College President** - The President or Dean of each College, as applicable. For purposes of this Policy, the Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and University Provost or his or her designee shall be deemed to be the College President of the University’s Central Office, except that the Chancellor of the University shall be deemed to be the College President of the University’s Central Office with respect to Section 3.3.

6.5. **Company** - Any corporation, partnership, association, or other legal entity, excluding entities controlled by the United States government, the State of New York, the City of New York, or the University. A Company shall be deemed to include all of its affiliates and other associated entities.

6.6. **Conflict of Interest or Conflict** - (a) An actual or potential conflict between the personal interests of a Covered Individual and the interests of the University; or (b) the reasonable appearance of such a conflict.

6.7. **Conflict of Interest Procedural Document** – Any document officially issued by the University to set forth procedures for the implementation of this Policy.

6.8. **Conflicts Committee or Committee** - The University-wide committee that reviews disclosures by Investigators of Significant Financial Interests, determines whether or not Financial Conflicts of Interests exist, and develops and implements management and oversight plans with respect to Financial Conflicts of Interest, as described in Section 4.5.

6.9. **Conflicts Committee Administrator** – The individual designated by the Chair of the Conflicts Committee to perform various administrative functions for the Committee.

6.10. **Covered Individual** - Any individual who is, or at any time becomes: (a) an officer of the University; (b) a full-time or part-time employee of the University; (c) a post-doctoral associate at the University; or (d) a student engaged in faculty-directed research at the University other than as part of his or her coursework, whether or not the student is paid for such engagement.

6.11. **Family Member** - Any person living in the same household as the Covered Individual, and any person related to the Covered Individual within the third degree of consanguinity or affinity. Such related persons include the Covered Individual’s spouse and the parents, children, siblings, grandparents, grandchildren, aunts and uncles, nieces and nephews, cousins, great grandparents, and great grandchildren of the Covered Individual and his or her spouse, and the spouses of these relatives as well. (For purposes of this Policy, a “spouse” includes a domestic partner under applicable laws governing domestic partnerships and civil unions.) Please refer to Section 3.5. A Covered Individual should consult the University’s Office of the General Counsel at ogc@cuny.edu if he or she has any questions about whether the provisions of Section 3 apply to his or her situation.

6.12. **Financial Conflict of Interest or Financial Conflict** - A Significant Financial Interest that could directly and significantly affect the design, conduct, reporting, or regulatory review of research at the University.

6.13. **Institutional Responsibilities** – An Investigator’s professional responsibilities on behalf of the University, performed in the course of and within the scope of the Investigator’s appointment or employment by the University, which may include, for example, activities such as research, research consultation, teaching, professional practice, institutional committee memberships, and service on panels such as Institutional Review Boards.

6.14. **Investigator** - The project director or principal investigator and any other person, regardless of title or position, who is responsible for the design, conduct, or reporting of a University research project, which may include, for example, collaborators or consultants, whether or not such project director, principal investigator, or other person is employed by the University or the Research Foundation.
6.15. **Research Foundation** - The Research Foundation of The City University of New York.

6.16. **Significant Financial Interest** – The Conflict of Interest Procedural Document for research projects funded or supported by a particular sponsor will set forth the definition of Significant Financial Interest applicable to such projects. In the absence of such a definition in an applicable Conflict of Interest Procedural Document, the following definition shall apply:

Anything of monetary value, including, but not limited to, salary or other payments for services (e.g., consulting fees or honoraria); equity interests (e.g., stocks, stock options, or other ownership interests); and intellectual property rights (e.g., patents, copyrights, and royalties from such rights).

The term does not include:

(a) Salary, royalties, or other remuneration from the University;

(b) Income from seminars, lectures, or teaching engagements sponsored by public or nonprofit entities;

(c) Income from service on advisory committees or review panels for public or nonprofit entities;

(d) An equity interest that, when aggregated for the Covered Individual and the Covered Individual’s spouse and dependent children, meets both of the following tests: (i) does not exceed $10,000 in value, as determined through reference to public prices or other reasonable measures of fair market value; and (ii) does not represent more than a five percent (5%) ownership interest in any single entity; or

(e) Salary, royalties, or other payments that, when aggregated for the Covered Individual and the Covered Individual’s spouse and dependent children over the next twelve months, are not expected to exceed $10,000.

6.17. **University** - The City University of New York.

6.18. **Vice President for Administration** - The Vice President for Administration (or individual with similar responsibilities) of each College, as applicable. For purposes of this Policy, the Executive Vice Chancellor and Chief Operating Officer of the University or his or her designee shall be deemed to be the Vice President for Administration of the University's Central Office.

C. **HUNTER COLLEGE - NAMING OF THE LEON AND TOBY COOPERMAN LIBRARY AND THE LEON AND TOBY COOPERMAN SCHOLARS PROGRAM:**

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York approve the naming of “The Leon and Toby Cooperman Library” and “The Leon and Toby Cooperman Scholars Program.”

**EXPLANATION:** Leon and Toby Cooperman have pledged $25 million to the Hunter College Foundation, Inc., to be paid over a five-year period starting in 2013 to fund two major initiatives. Fifteen million dollars will be used to renovate and upgrade the College’s main library located in Hunter College’s East Building at the southeast corner of Lexington Avenue and 68th Street. The remaining ten million will fund a Scholars Program to provide financial assistance to academically qualified candidates who have demonstrated financial need that is unmet by other financial scholarship programs.

Leon G. Cooperman has a B.A. from Hunter College (Class of 1964) in chemistry and physics, and he earned an M.B.A. from Columbia Business School in 1967. Mr. Cooperman is Founder and Chairman of Omega Advisors, Inc., a major New York hedge fund investment firm. Toby Alowitz Cooperman received a B.A. in history from Hunter College (Class of 1964). For more than 20 years, Toby Cooperman was a learning disabilities specialist at the Early Childhood Learning Center for special education students in Chatham, New Jersey.

The Coopermans have made other gifts to Hunter College, having previously established The Leon Cooperman Pre-Business Program, and contributing to the Hunter College Mother’s Day Scholarship Campaign. The Coopermans have pledged this gift to celebrate the approach of the fiftieth anniversary of their marriage and their graduation from Hunter College, where they first met.

To recognize their generosity, Hunter College requests that the Board approve the naming of Hunter’s main library as “The Leon and Toby Cooperman Library,” and the naming of “The Leon and Toby Cooperman Scholars Program.”
D. JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE - NAMING OF THE LABRENDA GARRETT-NELSON ’75 CLASSROOM:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York approve the naming of Room 1.76 at John Jay College of Criminal Justice as the “LaBrenda Garrett-Nelson ’75 Classroom.”

EXPLANATION: Ms. LaBrenda Garrett-Nelson is an exemplary alumna of John Jay College from the class of 1975. She serves on the College’s Alumni Campaign Committee. Ms. Garrett-Nelson recently signed a pledge of $75,000 to the John Jay Foundation to name a classroom at the College with funds benefitting the Pre Law Institute. Her pledge combines earlier gifts totaling $11,000, a personal pledge to pay $34,000 in cash or readily marketable securities and $30,000 through the Ernst & Young Employee Gift Matching program, both to be paid over the next 4 years.

Ms. Garrett-Nelson recently retired from Ernst & Young, where she was a Partner and represented clients before Congress and at the Treasury on a broad range of federal income tax issues, providing services related to corporate and international taxation. Her gift will benefit students who participate in the Pre Law Institute at John Jay College by providing LSAT preparation and other essential programming.

In recognition of her generosity, John Jay College recommends naming Classroom 1.76 in honor of LaBrenda Garrett-Nelson.

E. KINGSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE - NAMING OF THE REGINA PERUGGI ACADEMIC CENTER:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York approve the naming of the Academic Village at Kingsborough Community College as the "Regina Peruggi Academic Center."

EXPLANATION: Respected as an experienced and creative leader in higher education, Regina Peruggi has led Kingsborough Community College to new levels of achievement with an emphasis on improving institutional effectiveness and student learning outcomes. Since Dr. Peruggi assumed the presidency of Kingsborough in August 2004, the College has instituted a strategic planning process, expanded an innovative Learning Communities model, instituted a Workforce and Economic Development Center, founded one of the first Single Stop USA centers on a community college campus, developed new academic programs, engaged its KCC Foundation Board members and alumni in College advancement efforts, and re-energized faculty development programs. These achievements, among others, were recognized by the Aspen Institute for College Excellence Program in 2013 by naming Kingsborough one of the top four community colleges in the nation.

Prior to her presidential appointment at Kingsborough, Dr. Peruggi served CUNY in other capacities. In 1974 she joined York College, where she developed and directed the York College Community Learning Center. In 1984, she moved to the CUNY Office of Academic Affairs and in 1986 assumed the position of University Associate Dean for Adult and Continuing Education. As Associate Dean, she expanded literacy programs for adults, initiated programs for the University with business, industry and major labor unions, and was responsible for starting several special faculty development projects.

Dr. Peruggi has been an active member of many civic boards and academic associations and, most recently, has been contributing to New York City resiliency efforts through her work on the Board of the Jamaica Bay/Rockaway Parklands Conservancy.

Upon President Peruggi’s retirement from Kingsborough Community College and in recognition of her lasting contributions to The City University of New York and to thousands of Kingsborough students, the College recommends the naming of its Academic Village, in which reside many of the programs that she instituted, in her honor.